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The Alphabet of Astrology

Symbol Factor Meaning, translation

� Midheaven the „I“, ego, personality; self-perception

� Aries Point the universal ;earth, outside, outdoor

� Sun the physical; material; human being as a physical

object

� Ascendent the "You"; the other; immediate environment; place

� Moon mood; temperament; emotion; female; women;

public

� Moon‘s

Node

contacts ; relationships ; associations ; boundaries

� Mercury thought, thinking; nervs; movements; surface area

	 Venus love; harmony; peace; lovely things; esthetics


 Mars Impulse; act; to do; handling; fight; aggressive

� Jupiter jovial; kind; good fortune; luck; money; cheerfulness

� Saturn inhibit; bridle; brake; stop; seperate; introverted

 Uranus sudden; spontaneous; unexpect; extrovert; caprice

� Neptune deceptions; losses; dissolution; errors; cloudy talk

� Pluto change; develop; alter; flexible, metamorphosis

� Cupido communal; sociable; familiär; marriage; art

� Hade lowly; poor; defective; waste material; refuse, dark

� Zeuss self-assured manner; strategie; victorious; military

� Kronos souvereign; exaltered; superior; self-conf ident, top

� Apollon liberal; tolerant; unfold; expansive; widely

� Admetos row material; rotation; tight up; consolidation, stop,

roots, tight, steady, stubborn, constant, truthworthy 

� Vulkanus pure energy; might; power; force; strength

� Poseidon spiritual; idea;  theory, essence; intention





Dedicated to the pioneers of modern astrology,
the „Astrology of tomorrow“:

Alfred Witte
*March 2nd, 1878, 22:00 Local Time
(correction by Witte: 20:32:04 GMT)
Hamburg, +009°59'31"/+53°33'10"
†August 4th, 1941, Hamburg

Friedrich Siegrün
*December 20th, 1877, 08:15 Local Time
Lübeck, +010°41'10"/+53°52'10"
†May 4th, 1951, Hamburg

Hermann Lefeldt
*June 29, 1899, 17:30:28 CET
Bornhöved/Holst., +010°14'31"/54°03'50"
†June 1st, 1977, Bornhöved

Ludwig Rudolph
*January 09th, 1893, 01:21:35 CET
Uelzen, +010°33'38"/+52°57'58"
†July 14th, 1982, Hamburg

Hans Prestin
*May 24, 1908, 16:07:47 CET
Krempe/Holstein, +009°30'00"/+53°50'18"
†August 17, 1980, Krempe















2nd Principle: Planetary Pictures

Planetary Pictures are symmetrically ordered geometrical figures. The term

„Planetary Picture“ was first used by Alfred Witte. In „Rules for Planetary

Pictures“ several thousands texts have been collected. Additional statements

(the continuation of his word) are available and are awaiting publication.

A Planetary Picture consists of:

- two „sums“ or „half-sums“ 9 or

- two „differences“ or a combination of

- „sum“, „half-Sum“ and difference“.

For example

as a sum: � + � = � + �

as a half-sum ��� � ���

as a Difference �—� � �—�

mixed � + � � ���
(sum) (half-sum)

��� � �—�
(half-sum)R (difference)

and other variations

A Planetary Picture is like an algebraical equation,  a + b = c + d which you

may put in a different place like a—c = d—b or b—c = d—a etc.
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A Planetary Picture ...

... is, in principle, like a chemical formula. Only its composition reveals its

essential factor. Change the factor, and the result is completely.

For example:

��� � ���� fun, entertainment, laughing, enjoyment

when Saturn takes Jupiter's place:

��� � ���� serious discussion, altercation

What chemical elements are to chemistry, astrological factors are to astrology.

These 22 factors are:

	
 �
 �
 
 �
 � Personal Points

�
 �
 �
 �
 �
 �
 �
 � well known Planets

�
 �
 �
 �
 �
 �
 �
 � Transneptunian

The exact mathematical position of each element is calculated on the

basis of an accurate birthdate. This data is placed around the 360° calculating

dial. A planetary picture is given when several factors are symmetrically

grouped around a common reflecting axis (axis of symmetry). Then the sums,

half-sums, and the differences are the same (range of orb plus/minus 1°).

A planetary picture also occurs when sums, half-sums or differences are

found in the permissable angle relationships.* Planetary pictures in their

importance carry the same weight as the laws of nature and, further, they can

be used experimentally. Experiment is a fundamental part of the natural

sciences.

_________

*see page 12
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Testing the Validity of a Theory

The best way of testing the validity of a theory (hypothese) is to try to

disprove it. The conscientious scientist will always choose to try to disprove

a theory rather than look for confirmation or verification. Any theory can

easily be held for valid, if the researcher, who has data or information that

could prove the opposite, fails to integrate this into the research. This, of

course, is considered to be very unscientific.*

The clear formulation seen in the planetary pictures, makes it possible

to use the method of trying to „disprove the theory“. Therefore, astrology

actually belongs to the exact mathematical scienes.

The fundamental meaning of the planetary pictures can be found in

the „Rules of Planetary Pictures“ , („Regelwerk für Planetenbilder“) in the

"Method I“ 4 and and in the „Collection of Planetary Picture Statements“8.

The house systems and planetary pictures are, in themselves, quite a

challenge (because they are new and unusual) to the astrologers who have

continued to work with traditional methods. To him, thenTransneptunian

Planets must seem quite unfathomable.

For further information look at the addendum, page 85 „Astrological

Theory“.

---------------------------------------

* See Popper, K. R. Objective Knowledge: An Evolutionary Approach. Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1972
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